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INTRODUCTION:
The standards for color and picture in our
modern television system are changing rapidly in
order to cater to high definition technology, and
the general advancements in color and picture in
general. In short, the TV viewing experience is
vastly improving and LG is at the forefront of this revolution.
NTSC was implemented nearly fifty years ago, adding color to our
existing black and white television system. Despite solid grounding in
the science of color and light perception, NTSC has a history of
inconsistent picture reproduction.
Today we are witnessing the birth of digital television (DTV), an
era that has promised to eradicate the ills of conventional TV.
Once again, however, it is not common knowledge that DTV and all
modern electronic imaging systems are indeed based upon the
same fundamental principles of our original NTSC system. Without
an understanding of, and careful attention to, the established
standards, DTV will fall victim to difficulties similar to those which
have plagued NTSC.
The Imaging Science Foundation (ISF), a leader in image quality since
1994, is here to help by creating standards for display devices so
that they can look their best in different environments, with a
dedication to improving the quality of electronic imaging. ISF has four
basic roles in this industry and the PC industry, which are consulting
with manufacturers regarding product development, dealer training,
media communications, and ISF licensing. They are the co-inventor of
the recently launched and patented Microsoft Windows Media Center
Edition 2004 Monitor Calibration Wizard.

ISF AND LG:
The Imaging Science Foundation, Inc. has licensed
their ISFccc (Certified Calibration Configuration) to
LG. According to Joel Silver, President and Founder of
ISF, "The ISF mode is the highest compliment any
manufacturer can pay their dealers, and the very best
way for dealers to set up the products they deliver.
This is how a manufacturer formally recognizes that
their dealers are an integral part of the delivery
process. LG understands the investments their
dealers have made in training and equipment, and
recognizes their dealer's skills in professionally
delivering LG products."
LG’s integrated controls and settings are designed to
be ISF calibrated, and the ISFccc modes in the picture
modes menu are then activated and locked by LG
dealers. This creates an on screen selection or "safe
harbor" for consumers in what is typically a confusing
video menu system in other manufacturer's products.
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When an ISF technician calibrates the device, LG displays will store all the settings and
enable the ISF day and ISF night on screen modes. ISFccc is designed so that the
homeowner can simply choose the ISF modes for the best picture quality, potentially
eliminating many service calls by simply guiding a customer to the ISF mode. LG
customers can legitimately claim that their TV is professionally set up and personalized for their unique system and home environment, day or night.

HOW CALIBRATION WORKS:

ISF User Interface Menu

By using a pattern generator and a color temperature analyzer, you have the tools
to properly calibrate the grayscale and to properly set your colors and color
temperature. The cost for these tools can range from $3000 to over $10,000
When your calibrator is ﬁnished, he will give you a report on your TV’s pre- and
post-calibration characteristics. They will show the adjustments made for color
temperature and for the grayscale. The main beneﬁts of calibration are:
• Increased image clarity and sharpness
• Increased detail in the darkest and brightest part of the picture
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• Deeper and darker blacks
• Better color purity and picture quality
• Reduction in energy consumption by up to 60% and less heat output
Anyone who owns any of LG’s high quality displays deserves the best picture quality
possible that’s tailored to the speciﬁc light and color conditions of that room. With ISF
calibration, LG can ensure each user is getting their very own calibrated picture to give
them the most optimal picture for their new TV in any setting.
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